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ln the Shadow of the Transit Spectacle

DOt 1 0.17 234 / 97 8953 17 56525.8

Marijana HamerSak

lnstitute of Ethnology and Folklore Research
Subióeva 42, IOOOO Zagreb, Croatia
marham@ief.hr

lva Pleie
lnstitute of Ethnology and Folklore Research
Subiéeva 42, IOOOO Zagreb, Croatia
piva@ief.hr

In the shadow of a specific form of border spectacle (De Genova 2002) andthe spectacle
of statistics (Stierl et al,2016), i.e. in the shadowof the spectacle of the mass transit of
¡efugees- on their way to 'Western Europe in the autumn and winter of 201512016, the
so-called profìling and detention of migrants took place. Mostly invisible to the gen-
eral public, this profìling led to the forced mass rnovement of refugees in the opposite
direction and/or their explicit detention i.e. conûnement. By reþing on differenì types
ofsources, ranging from public reports to our own field observations, this article deals
with detentions in the Croatian part of the Balkan corridor. According to the argument
offered in this article, detention can b. seen as an integral part of the ãorridor itllf and
can be traced from the beginning of its establishment. Furthermore, rhe article presents
a basic outline of what was happening in the Slavonski Brod camp after the clãsure of
the borders on the night of March 8'ht rhe 9'h, 20l6.rtproposes a possible framework
for understanding the imprisonment of hundreds of people in the camp from the per-
spectives of the specifìc þroductiveness" of the camp and modes of resistance to*"tdr it.

K-eywords: Balkan corridor, Slavonski Brod refugee camp, migrant detention, control
and resistance

FFfhe so-called Balkan route, or "informal know-hov/' flü(i'alters 2015a:9) of
I clandesdne movement shared amongst migrants to '\ü(i'estern Europe, has

J- been known about for a long time by experts in both national and supra-
national security bodies and services (c[ e.g. Frontex 2011; Frontex2014), avaiety
of humanitarian and other agencies, as well as researchers in the ffeld of migration
(c[ Hassan and Biörklund2016 Hess 2012; Tsianos and Karakayali 2010; Valenta
et al. 2015). In 2015, this line of clandestine movement, which in some circles was
previously well-known but almost completely invisible to rhe general public, trans-
formed into a visible and mass movement across European soil, with border guards
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At: http://etrr-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/TXT/?uri= celexo/o3{32013R0604 (last access B

March 2017).
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"enforcing an orderly passage of irregular flows, issuing various registration papers"

(Frontex 2016: 15), as described even in Frontex publications with the characteristic

naturalizing (flow) and technocratic (irregular) discourses (cf. Hart 20II:572). As

Bernd Kasparek summarizes, at this point, the path across the Balkans "entered into
the European spotlight, and indeed onto the screen of the global public" (2016

2). The roure rransformed into "a highly effìcient infrastructure of transit" that

had been established "across the Balkans, reaching from the ports of Piraeus and

Thessaloniki to several regional distribution centres in Germany''. It was 'iro longer

just a route, but rather a corridor, i.e., a narrow and highly organised mechanism

to channel and facilitate rhe movement of people that only states seem capable of
providing" (Kasparek 2016:6; cf. Beznec et al.2016:4; Lunaðek Brumen and Meh

2016). The rules of this corridor and its pathways were established by formal and

informal agreements between the police forces, ministries etc. and facilitated by

governmental, humanitarian and other institutions and agencies'

At that point in time it seemed that the year of 2015 would be "a historic and

monumenral year of migration for Europe precisely because disobedient mass

mobilities have disrupted the European regime of border control" (Stierl et aI.2016:
23).Today, it is obvious that the disruption was not only short-term, but for some

people also illusionary since, for example, one of the cornerstones of that regime,

the Dublin Regulation,l was only allegedly suspended. As we know from first hand

and pubhshed overviews (cf. Asylum 2017), deportations from Austria and other

EU countries to Croatia aheady started in February 2016 and are sdll ongoing.

Building on the well-known concept of "border spectacle" (De Genova 2002),

the visibiliry that the movement got in that period can be described as transit spec-

tacle. This transit spectacle in the Croatian context consisted of countless images

of crowded border crossings, nearby meadows, trains, buses and sorting centres

or camps predominantly in Croatia, and sometimes in the border regions with
Slovenia and Serbia, as well as the constant, literally real-time, spectacular presen-

rarion of the number of arrivals and exits. This spectacle of statistics (Stierl et al.

2016) is also echoed in summaries of the events such as the following:

"Between September 16, 2015 and March 5, 2016, a total of 658,068

migrants [. . . ] entered the terlitory of Croatia. On average, there were aPprox-

imately 5,500 daily arrivals, with a peak of 11,000 on September 17.1...1
Throughout January 2016, the average number of migrants entering Croatia

varied-between 500 and 2,000, withiome days reaching 3,000." (Selo Sabió

and Borió 20 I 6: 1 1)

Conte¡¡ponnnv Mrcner¡o¡t Tnr¡¡os nto Frows ott rH¡ TrRRltoRv or Souru¡nsr Eunope

Although extremely visible and present in Croatian news and social networks,
especially in the first months, the movement of migrants in the corriclor across

Croatia was in fact almost invisible concerning all aspects other than those
mentioned above, i.e. large numbers and mass scenes. Reflecting contemporary
European immigration policies (cf. e.g. De Genova et a|.2075; Fassin 2005; New
Keywords 2016), this transit spectacle emphasized the humanitarian aspect and
care for the suffering of an anonymous mass of people, while on the other hand
insisting on organized, effective and secure migrant crossing through Croatia (cf.

e.g. Grubiða 2017;Hamerðak and Pleðe 2017a,2017b; Petrovió 2016,2017; Skoki¿
and Jambreðió Kirin 2017).2

Concerning the fact that the public image of migrant transit was extremely
limited and founded on the ideas of efficient and secure transir with a touch of
traditional hospitality culture, other aspects such as dehumanization and detention
as preconditions for, as well as integral parts of this indeed efficient rransir were
not discussed. They were referred to in only a few reports by some NGOs and
independent activists and mostly ignored by the media and, consequently, by the
general public.

In comparison to the situation, for example, in Serbia or Macedonia where
migrants followed the path of the corridor (cf. Beznec et al.2016; Kasparek 2016:
6), in Croatia and from there onwards (cf. Ladió and Vuðko 2016:21-22; Kogovðek
Salamon 2016: 44-4/), they were in the corridor's power, i.e. forced to follow the
corridor and remain detained within it. Generall¡ one could not exir the corridor
on one's own accord to sadsô/ individual needs such as to slow down and resr or
to speed up one's journe¡ to stay the night in a hotel room instead of a renr or on
a floor as it was in Dobova (Slovenia), to mention only a few of the situations we
encountered in the camps in Dobova and Slavonski Brod.3 For example, a man who
asked to return to Tlrrkey for the funeral of his close relative was nor allowed to exit

The insights and argumentation presented in this article are partly based on our article "Zarobljeni
u kretanju. O hrvatskoj dionici balkanskog koridora" [Confined in Movement. About the C¡oa-
tian Section of the Balkan Corridor] (Hamerðak and Pleðe 2017b).

In order to clenaturalise the term detention and to stress "the extent to which it has been reserved
as a category for naming precisely those varieties of confinement rhat are intended to be emphati-
cally distinguished from the more customarily juridical coordinates of penal imprisonment for
criminal ofFenses" (De Genova 2016:5), in this article we interchangeably use the terms deren-
tion, imprisonment, incarceration, confinement, etc. In this wa¡ \rye wânt to distance ourselves
from diminishing the facts that, with detention, the condition of so-called irregular migrants
"culminates in summary (and sometimes indefinite) incarcerarion on the basis of litrle more than
their sheer existential predicament as 'undesirable' non-citizens, usually with little or no recourse
to any form of legal remedy or appeal, and frequently no semblance to any due process of law
whatsoever. Migrants subjected to detention, very commonl¡ are literally'guilry' of norhing other
than thei¡ 'unauthorized' (illegalized) status, penalized simply for being who and what they are,
and not at all for any ac of wrong-doing" (ibid.: 4).
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the corridor in Dobova. On the other hand, those few refugees who found them-

selves, for different reasons, on Croatian territory outside the corridor were unable

to join the corridor. Since November 3"rancl the opening of the camp in Slavonski

Brod, in line with the agreement between Croatia and Serbia, the only entry point

into the corridor for Crãatia was the "border", the train in Sid.4

All this suggesrs the possibility of understanding the corridor from Croatia and

onwards as a specific form of detention, mobile detention, which, moreover' was

not founded in national or EU legislation, as explained in the case of Slovenia by

Neäa Kogovðek Salamon (2016: 44-47). This detention consisted of trains, buses

and walking columns of refugees guarded and directed by the police, as well as the

camps becoming some form of convergence point for these different pathways of
movemenr. Therefore, it could be said that the corriclor was detention in motion

with camps as stations.

The corridor as a unique form of detention, as a mobile detention, calls for

further research into its mobile aspect. Amongst other things, it calls for research

in the vein of uiapolitics, a rerm coined by \Øilliam'ü/alters (2015a,2015b: 10) to

designate azoneof linked inquiries motivated by the shared conviction that research

on migration should be more attentive to the way vehicles and their infrastructures

feature in migration controversies, vehicles as mobile zones of governance and con-

testarion in their own right and vehicles as the objects and settings of political action
(\Walters 2015a: 473-483). Nevertheless, we will not focus here on vehicles, roads

or roures, but on the key immobile element of this mobile structure i.e. the camp as

an obligatory station of the corridor. In our case, given the fact that we are dealing

with the Croatian part of the corridor, this was the camp in Slavonski Brod where

we had intermittent, but long term access.

As researchers and volunteers, we first came to the camp in January 2016 and we

conrinuously returned until its closure in mid-April2016. As we describe elsewhere

(Hamerðak and Pleðe 2017a), ethnographic methods in the camp often boiled down

ro rheir bare contours, while our research gained many elements of investigative

work. "In an environment where so much was hidden or inaccessible for various

reasons, we conrinually had to discover the basic stratum of the world that we were

studying, which the researchers in other contexts generally reach immediately, and

without major difficulty' (ibid.: 123). Therefore, in the following pages we focus

on the last weeks of the camp and on the confinement of people as probably the

most concealed aspect of the camp. Here, we first of all present a basic outline of

Cf. Protoþol izmeåu Ministarstua unutarnjih posloua Republibe Hruatsþe, Raunateþstua policije i
Ministarstua unutrainjih posloua Republike Srbije, Direkcije policije o suradnji u migracijshoj hrizi
i sprjeðauanju nezaþolnitih migracija, October 30'h 2015, https://vlada.gov.hr/UserDocslmages//

Sjednice/2015 1277o/o2}sjednicao/o2}Yladel 1271o/o20-o/o20l5a.pdf (last access 8 March2017).

Corure¡r¡poRnRy Mtcnelo¡r TR¡nos eNo Frows ot.l rH¡ TeRRttoRv or SourHrnsr EuRope

what was happening in the camp after the overnight closure of the borders (March

B'l' ro March 9'l'), and propose a possible framework for understanding it from the

perspective of the specific "productiveness" of the camp and modes of resistance to

the "rules of camp".

As well as camps in Gevgelija (Macedonia), Preðevo (Serbia), Sid (Serbia),

Dobova (Slovenia) and elsewhere along the Balkan corridor (cf. Beznec et al. 2016

Kogovðek Salamon and Bajt 2016;Lunaðek Brumen and Meh 2016; Speer 2015),

the Slavonski Brod camp was a so-called transit camp. However, it had an exclusive-

ly transit function for only a very short period of time. Already on November 1B'l',

two weeks after the opening of camp, the refugees who came on the early morning
train were no longer without exception directed to one of the sectors from where

they were then sent to Slovenia. Instead, on the occasion of this first known example

of screening or so-called profiling of refugees in the Slavonski Brod camp,5 police

directed some of them to the sector on the opposite side of the camp. According

The so-called profiling consisted of selection and discrimination control measures used sys-

tematically by the police of the countries along the Balkan corridor starting on November 18'r'

2015, when Slovenia and Croatia extracted the first groups of refugees that did not come from
Syria, Iraq or Afghanistan (cf. Inicijativa Dobrodoðli, "Nedopustivo je odvajanje izbjeglica na

one koje su tz tzv. ratnih zona i na ostale", November l9r' 2015, http://welcome.cms.hr/index.
phplhrl2Ol5lllllglodvajanje-izbjeglica-na-one-koje-su-iz-tzv-ratnih-zona-i-na-ostale/; Moving
Europe, "Restrictions and segregation on the Balkanroute: Fences, Detention and Push-Backs",

January 2l¿' 2016, http://moving-europe.org/restrictions-and-segregation-on-the-balkanroute-
fences-detention-and-push-backs/#-ftnrefl, last access 8 March 2017). Over the course of time,

this profiling led to the mass forced movement of refugees in the opposite direction (people were

returned, for example, from Austria to Slovenia, f¡om Slovenia to Croatia, from Croatia to Serbia).

People were profiled and returned ("pushed back") on the basis of formal and informal decisions of
the states and benveer-r the states. Only refugees "coming from Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan could
pass along the Balkan route. People of these nationalities also had to, upon entering Slovenia,

declare that they intent to go to Austria or Germany if they were to be allowed âccess to Slovenian

territory. By using the method of asking captious questions and, in the case of some countries
outsourcing the decision on access to territories to interpreters" (Banich et al. 2016b). On Febru-
ary 18'r' 2016, the national heads of police in Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia and Macedonia
agreed "that the migration flow along the'Western Balkans route has to be reduced to the greatest

possible extent". The agreement introduced a unified registration form, as well as defined humani-
tarian grounds on which "the entry of third country nationals may be authorized" to those who
"are arriving from war-torn areas and are in need of international protection (for example from
Syria, Iraq)" (https://www.mup.hr/UserDocslmages/topvijestil20l6lveljaca/migranti-sastanak/
joint_statement.pdfl last access 8 March 2017). The result was that Afghans were "being turned
away fi'om the Balkan border crossings. Macedonia then closed its borders to Afghan refugees try-
ing to enter from Greece" (Bjelica and van Bijlert 2016).
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to the information available,6 110 persons, mosdy men from countries such as

Lebanon, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Morocco, Somalia and Ivory Coast, were

separated and directed to this sector. From this time onwards, the Slavonski Brod
câmp was not only the place where hundreds of thousands of people stopped for a

short time in order to proceed further to the'Sü'est, but also the place where people

were forcibly stopped and detained for a shorter or longer period of time, some for
a few hours and days and some, in the later period, for weeks or more. From that
moment on, their detention took on additional and more easily recognized forms.

The above mentioned first group of people who were separated from the others

in the Slavonski Brod camp, could be approached by volunteers on request.In con-

trast, in the following weeks and months, most of the volunteers were not allowed

to approach the detainees as if the detainees had been imprisoned for wrong-doing.
In fact, as it has been already noticed, due to the screening or profiling "people

who would one day legally enter the countries along the Balkan corridor within the

system set up by the authorities of these countries were stopped the next da¡ their
journey interrupted, and they suddenly became illegal and subject to prosecution
and detention' (Banich et al. 20I6b). Similarl¡ volunteers were allowed to approach
people when they \Mere on their way to Slovenia in "regular transit", but as soon as

they were deported from Slovenia to the Slavonski Brod camp, these very same peo-

ple were labelled as those it was forbidden to approach. Moreover, their detention in
the camp was systematically hidden and concealed from the public, as well as from
most of the volunteers and employees in the camp. Official reports of the Ministry
of Interior Affairs, as well as NGOs, media and other reports did not mention the
refugees who were detained in the camp. Therefore, most of the information about
imprisonments in the camp came from the outside, as for example from activists of
the Moving Europe nerwork. In January 2016, they published a short release about
the "systematic violence and unlawful process carried out by Croatian police officers
at the Slavonski Brod Thansit Camp for Migrants and Refugees" based on insights
from the people who were deported to Serbia from the Slavonski Brod camp.7 A few
weeks later, Moving Europe published a more detailed report about police dealings

with so-called non-SIA (Syrian, Iraqi, Afghan) people in the Slavonski Brod camp
and at the entry point to the Croatian part of the corridor at the train station in
Sid, Serbia (Banich et aL 20l6a). Among the published testimonies we also read:

"\Øhen we arrived to Slavonski Brod the Croatian police told me: 'You are not Iraqi
nor Syrian, you can't pass"' (ibid.: 10).

Cf. http://welcome.cms.hr/index.php/hr/20l5lllllglodvajanje-izbjeglica-na-one-koje-sr-iz-tzv-
ratnilr-zona-i-na-ostale/ (last access 8 March 2017).

At: http://moving-europe.org/croatia-slavonski-brod-transit-camp-for-migrants-and-refugees/ (last

access B March2017).

CoNrr¡r¡poReRy Mlcn¡ro¡,r TRenos ¡¡lo Ft-ows ot'l rr¡ T¡nRtronv or SoutH¡nsr Eunop¡

People incarcerated in the Slavonski Brod camp arrived there in different ways

and from different places. Groups of people or individuals came to the camp by

the "regular" refugee trains from Sld or by unmarked police vans, as we had the

chance to see ourselves during our stay in the camp. Twice, a train from the \Øest

arrived in the camp with a hundred or so people.8 Information is even more scarce

regarding exits from the camp. The only exception is the mass deportation of 277

refugees to Serbia in February, previously deported from Slovenia to Croatia.e The

above menrioned report by Moving Europe refers to a different sryle of returning
refugees to Serbia, in smaller groups and accompanied by violence. According to
the testimonies published in the report, police took refugees from the camp to the

border zone from where they were forced to walk towards Serbia:

"The next day they told us that we are going to Slovenia now. \Øe had to get

into a police car. Then we had to walk 7 kilometers by foot. They told us this
is Slovenia, but then it was Serbia. [...] One of my friends tried to run away,

but the Croatian police cached [caught] him and beat him here [pointing at

his left cheek bonel and here lpointing at his left shoulder]. And at the legs.

They were violent and beating him. And when they made us get in to the car

they were also using violence. Croatia is no good!" (Banich et al. 2016a: 6)

Finall¡ one more way to exit the camp for detainees, almost unknown to the

public, consisted of the widespread practice of once again joining the refugees, who

were previously "pushed bacli' from Slovenia, to the corridor towards the'W'est. On
several occasions in the camp we saw smaller or bigger groups of refugees brought
by the police from the dislocated side of the camp to the train platform just before

the traint departure.

Regarding the place where people were detained, the only thing that can be said

with some certainty is that they were isolated in different parts of the camp, includ-
ing sectors with containers. In one of the published testimonies we read: "They took
me to a room, they kept me there from 12pm - 20pm. There were around 40 of
us kept there" (Banich etal.20I6a: 10). For us on the other side of the fence, the

presence of the people detained in the camp was at first made apparent by lights in
some of the supposedly empty sectors of the camp. Later on, groups of people of
all ages, standing in front of the tent or containers, could sometimes be seen from
outside the so-called Sector 3. Since Februar¡ more and more people were impris-

Cf. http://welcome.cms.hr/index.php/hr/2016l02l17lsigurni-koridor-u-eu-za-neke-koridor-pov-
ratka-u-nesigurnost-za-druge/ and http://welcome.cms.hr/index.php/hrl20l6l02l28lgradani-eu-
lope-porucili-vladama-omogucite-izbjeglicama-siguran-prolaz-sadal (last access 8 March 2017).

Cf. http://welcome.cms.hr/index.php/hr/20 76l02ll8lewopske-zemlje-moraju-solidarno-preuzeti-
odgovrnost/ and HRI, Dneuniþ, February 17't'2016, htp://vijesti.hn.hrl322636lhrvatska-vratila-
277-izbjeglica-u-sid-slovenija-ima-nove-mjere (last access 8 March 2017).
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oned more frequently and for more substantial periods, among them whole families
with children, which was hard to hide as was the case before. Up until the time of
writing, it is unknown how many people were detained in the Slavonski Brod camp.

On March 9'l' after the borders were closed, there were around 300 persons who
had been retLlrned to Croatia from Slovenia in the camp. Contrary to media and
other accounts (cf. Selo Sabió and Borió 2016: 12), they did not arrive in the camp
after the transit stopped, but they arrived successively in the period bewveen the
above mentioned mass deportation to Serbia in mid-February and the closure of the
corridor. Ever since the last refugee train departed towards Slovenia, the camp was

exclusively a place for detention in the strictest sense, i.e. a place of imprisonment.
About two weeks later, rwo days after the Report on Systemic Human Rights Violations
by the Croatian Authorities in the Closed Parts of the Winter Reception rtnd 7lansit
Centre in Slauonsþi Brod (Banich et al. 20I6b) was published, we were allowed to
enter the detention sectors for the first time, together with other volunteers and
employees present in the camp.ro

\Øith their "entrance" in the sectors, the process of humanitarisation in the
camp started to flourish, which in a way detracted from the fact that individuals of
both genders, entire families, teenagers, children, toddlers, new-born, old people,
disabled people, people in poor health and others had been forcibly detained. Not
only that, the camp in which they were detained was located outside the city and
separated from the local surroundings by a high fence and a well-developed securiry
system. The so-called detention sectors of the camp were also separated from each

other also by the fence and guarded by the police. These "camps within a camp"
consisted of prefabricated plastic or metal constructions placed on gravel pitches.
The huge white tent which was used as a dormitory in Sector 1, and the tiny con-
tainers which had the same function in Sector 3, were individualized only adminis-
trativel¡ with stuck on or handwritten numbers on the "door". In the tents, there
were dozens of densely lined bunk beds without mattresses, only with wooden slats.

Every occupied slat was, so to speak, the only personal space in the camp. In the
tiny containers, the beds filled almost the entire space. That conditions in the camp
were truly rudimentary is best seen by the fact that the desire of the volunteers to

r0 During the next wventy days or so until the clamp closed, we entered these areas around ten times
in total, spending about twenry hours there, which was due to the fact that the organisation we

were volunteering for had limited âccess to them for only a few hours a da¡ as did most of the oth-
ers, even after the detention sectors were opened for volunteers and employees of the organisations
in the camp. Our ethnographic research in the camp proved to be fraught with methodological
dilemmas, problems and obstacles, which we discuss in detail in Hamerðak and Pleðe 20 l7a.
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bring in a few mattresses for pregnant and sick women was the subject of constant

negotiation, agreements and institutional approval.

Detainees were not allowed to go out of the camp, or even of the sectors. Only
exceptionally, some of them were able to get out of the camp with the permission

of the police and under their escort if they had to go to the hospital as â patient or
"translator" for a friend or family member. As one of our interlocutors reported in
his written statement:

"The only kind of freedom we get in this câmp[:] get sick and go out'
'Freedom' comes with a price. I really look forward for one of my friend gets

sick so that i can go out and for briefest moment be free."

Sometimes a few of them were allowed to go to the grocery store, accompanied

by the police officers, to do shopping for themselves and others. Furthermore, they

could go out of the sector in which they were being held only in exceptional cases,

and also only under police escort. In some cases, their freedom of movement was

restricted even within the sectors, for example, at night.

After the borders were closed, people detained in the camp had very limited chanc-

es of getting permanenr exit out of the camp: seeking asylum in Croatia or voluntar-

ily returning to their home country (excluding Syria) or some other country which

would admit them (for example Greece, since those who came through Greece had a

six month permit to stay on its territory). Most people opted for the first option hop-

ing to proceed illegally to the \Øest as soon as possible, which in many cases happened

soon or immediately after their transfer from the Slavonski Brod camp to Zagreb or

Kutina open centres for asylum seekers. Seeking asylum was, namely, a way to exit the

camp and gain freedom of movement (cf. Banich et al. 2016b).

As far as we knoq a few people left the camp in the way that their relatives came

in person ro rhe camp and asked for their release. Locked out of the legal frame-

work, as elaborated in the akeady mentioned report about the camp (Banich et al.

20I6b) they could be released by the very appearance of someone who represented

them and their rights. As this example suggests, the Slavonski Brod camp was a place

where different standards of justice and lawwere applied. Moreover, like camps in

general, it was a place whose specific "productiveness" consisted "in the very act of
decreeing the existence of individuals liable to internment, over and above individual
responsibiliry and biographical factors" (cf. e.g. Rahola 20 1 1 : 103). For example, the

Slavonski Brod camp defined and redefined identities according to its spatial order.

More specifically, in each of the three sectors (so-called Sector 1, Sector 3 and Sector

4) that were in function in the period we are dealing with here, people were held in

difFerent secrors according to statuses given to them by the camp administration. In
Sector 1, there were men who were identified by the camp administration as single

males, regardless of whether they had relatives in the camp or nuclear families, wives
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and children, outside the camp. In Sector 3, there were those who were classified as

family members by the camp administration. In Sector 4, therc were persons, only
men, who were pur in additional isolation by the camp administration for a certain

period of time. 'S7ith 
such spatiâl grouping, the camp became a place of the produc-

tion of statuses in its own right. For some, this had radical repercussions at the level

of individual biographies as already described in the report on the criminalization

and detention of refugees transferred from the camp in Slavonski Brod published

after the camp was closed (Inicijativa Dobrodoðli 2016).

On April 7'h 2076 when the closure of the camp was announced, around a hun-
dred people were sdll in the camp. In the next few days, they were transferred to the

centre for asylum seekers in Zagreb or the detention centre in Jeåevo, depending on

whether or not they had sought asylum, as well as because of the above mentioned

statuses and identities acquired during their imprisonment in the camp. All who

sought asylum were transferred to the reception and accommodation centre for
asylum seekers in Zagreb, and gained freedom of movement on Croatian territor¡
although within the limits defined by the law and regulations related to asylum

seekers. Those who did not seek asylum, but who were placed in Sector 3 and had

the status of a family member in the camp, were transferred to the centre for asylum

seekers inZagreb with the argument, as stated in the decisions issued to them, that

they had come from war affected areas. On the other hand, those from the Slavonski

Brod camp who also did not seek asylum in Croatia, but who were placed in Sector

1 and had the status of "single men" in the camp, were sent to the detention cen-

tre in Jeåevo where their imprisonment was prolonged (cf. Inicijativa Dobrodoðli
2016), although they came from the same war affected countries or areas.

There are numerous and complex reasons, ranging from the very specific to the

more general, some of which are already touched upon in the literature (cf. Hess

2012;Papadopoulos et al. 2008: I\3-2\3;Tsianos and Karakayali 2010; Valenta et

aL 2015), why refugees detained in the Slavonski Brod camp were delaying seeking

asylum. Some of them, as it has been pointed out, refused to seek asylum even when

they were faced with having their imprisonment prolonged and being transferred to

the Jeåevo detention centre. All these reasons connect the constant threat of"virtual
prison" (Papadopoulos et al. 2008: 176), fear of being caught in the virtual data

nerworks which increase their deportabiliry (De Genova 2016), and the constant

risk of deportation. Seeking asylum in Croatia, which involves registering in the

EURODAC (a database of fingerprints of asylum seekers and so-called irregular

migrants) will, in line with the Dublin Regulation, further burden their possible

future lives in anorher European country with the constant threat of deportation
to Croatia. The Dublin Regulation, according to which the country in which the

asylum seeker first applies for asylum is responsible for accepting or rejecting the

claim "acrs as a hidden hand, forcing asylum seekers to return to countries that have

no desire to accommodate them, and in which they have no desire to live" (Migrant

Corur¡nnpoR¡Ry MrcRnrtox Tn¡ruos ¡r.lo Ft-ows or.¡ rge TeRntroRy or SourH¡¡st Eunop¡

2017).In case of leaving the countr¡ as harsh statistics (cf, Asylum 2017) and
extremely disturbing case studies (cf. Migrant 2017) show, detention and deporta-
tion are one of the future scenarios wherever they settle down.

Refusing or delaying to seek asylum in Croatia can be understood also as one of
the tactics (de Certeau rgBB: 34-39 et passim) to proceed further on onet way ro
the place, a destination that is not at the moment necessarily conceived as geographic
location, but as a good place to live. This refusing or delaying can be understood in
terms of waiting. In these circumstances, waiting becomes one of the crucial "surviv-
al" tactics, and it is based on know-how of the journey and roure to Europe. on this
journey, stops are inevitable and they are ân integral part of the journey. Although
camps "seem to oppose the very core of migrarion" (Papadopoulos et al. 2008: I9I;
Tsianos and Karakayali 2010: 381), from one's own and others experiences and
knowledge a camp can appear as just another "tolerated starion" (Papadopoulos et
al. 2008: 191; Tsianos and Karakayali 2010:381), a place where stopping is only
temporary. In this conrexr, rarher than being the last stop, the camp, if you wait long
enough, can be a ticket to continue the journey (c[ Tsianos and Karakayali 2010:
383). After all, imprisonments in the camps along the Balkan corridor in Slovenia,
as well as in the centre in Zagre6, in the detention centre in Postojna or elsewhere
were a part of the immediate experience of the refugees arriving at the Slavonski Brod
camp. From that perspective, imprisonmenr in the Slavonski Brod camp could be
understood as something one needs to endure to have a chance to proceed to \Øest.

\Waiting is an aspect of every bureaucrac¡ including the one related to rhe pro-
cess of seeking asylum, humanitarian stay etc. Concerning this, waiting is not easily
recognized as a form of resistance in comparison to other forms of resistance in the
Slavonski Brod camp that we know about, such as proresring, sitting-in, demanding,
selÊharming etc. "\(/aiting to grab a chance", and even seemingly passive "waiting
out" can be seen as a form of "imperceptible politics" of resistance which make up
escape (Papadopoulos et al. 2008:7r-82 et passim), i.e. the politics which is "always
enacted as ad hoc practices which allow the decomposition of the representational
strategies in a particular field and the composition of events which cannor be left
unanswered by the existing regime of conrrol" (ibid.: 76). In this conrexr, waiting
can be furthermore conceived as a mode of resistance to the bureaucracy and pro-
cedures immanent to the camp. Like other invisible, imperceptible daily migrant
struggles (e.g. hiding identity, movemenr, life) by which "status quo is called into
question" (Ataç et al. 2015:7), waiting also more or less successfully, but persis-
tently subverts the migration control regime forcing it to adjust its mechanisms ro
the autonomy of movement. It is in this vein that the events of the European long
summer of migration of 2015 (cf, Kasparek and Speer 2015) can be interpreted,
when the closed borders of Europe collapsed under the power of movement which
in itself was the accumulation of decades of imperceptible daily struggles and the
corridor was made in order to re-establish the control of borders.
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